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SOUTHEASTERN DCC

Holiday Pay
We have reached agreement with the company on holiday pay (average earnings when on block
leave), and it will be backdated to January 1 2015. It is hoped it will be paid around July/ August this
year.

Rest Day Working Count & Reset
The rest day count will be reset on July 1 and all drivers will be on zero. Drivers wishing to be considered
for rest day working should inform their roster managers they would like to opt in to the agreement.
Drivers will still need to let rosters know when they are available to work. Any driver that opts in at a later
date should be aware they would join the count with the depot average.

Tonbridge DOO(P)
There have been a couple of trains sent DOO from Tonbridge recently when the guard has not been
displaced. No cover was given as the reason, which does not fill the criteria. Could all drivers, please give
details in a written report to their LDRs or better DCC, for all cases. Please be aware all trains require a
guard from Sevenoaks to Tonbridge in the same circumstances.

Glasses When On A Medical
Management have asked if we could remind drivers about the importance of taking their glasses
with them when required to do so on a medical. There have been instances where drivers have
forgotten their glasses and the medical has had to be cancelled.

DCC Website And Contact Us
The Southeastern DCC website is now up and running and can be accessed online on the following
website address: www.se-aslef.co.uk
Drivers are reminded to use the Contact Us page on the website if they would like to contact DCC
via email. Drivers can use this page to send any attachments.
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